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UPCOMING MEETINGS 

When: Monday, February 6, 2012 

           6:30 p.m. (please note time change) 

Program: We will start off the evening sharing a 

Pot Luck supper. Please bring a dish to share. 

Guests are welcome. Dinner will be followed 

with a presentation by dietician Audra Kush. 

***** 

When: Monday, March 5, 2012 

           7:30 p.m. (back to our regular time) 

Program:  Dr. S. C. Kanthan, FRCSC, FRCF 

                  Colorectal Surgeon 

                  Associate Professor 

This guest speaker regrets missing his previous meeting with us and re-scheduled. 

He will speak on Hernia Incidence and Treatment.  

 

We are starting 2012 with a new look to our Bulletin. The logo at the top was voted on at 

our December 2011 meeting and very aptly signifies our role in our community. We are 

going to a more eye catching colored cover which we hope you like. 

This edition is longer than usual. The main article ‘Ostomy Myths’ expresses very 

clearly the fears we had, the misconceptions we heard about and the acceptance that we 

grew to have about ourselves. It is too good to try to cut short. 

Wishing you health and happiness in 2012! 

                                                                                          Louise Mulligan 

                                                                                          Bulletin Editor 

The Saskatoon Ostomy 

Chapter is a non-profit mu-

tual support society for the 

benefit of people who have 

had, or are about to have, 

ostomy surgery. The pur-

pose of our chapter is to: 

 Assist the medical pro-

fession in the rehabilita-

tion of ostomates by 

providing, at the request 

of the physician, reas-

surance and emotional 

support. 

 To promote up-to-date 

information concerning 

ostomy care and equip-

ment to ostomates, and 

those involved in their 

care. 

 To educate, develop and 

promote public aware-

ness and understanding 

of ostomies. 

 

VISITING SERVICES 
At the request of the physi-

cian, either preoperative or 

postoperative, or both. The 

visitor is chosen according 

to the patient’s age, sex and 

type of surgery. A visit may 

be arranged by calling the 

Stoma Clinic therapists at 

655-2138. They will contact 

the Visiting Chairperson of 

the local Ostomy Associa-

tion. 

 

The Saskatoon Ostomy As-

sociation advises all 

ostomates to consult their 

physician or E.T. before 

using any product or method 

referred to in this bulletin or 

in any other publication. 

 

 

 

Meetings are held at: Mayfair United Church, 902 33rd St. West (corner of 33rd 

Street and Ave. I) 

 Convenient washrooms and parking 

 Refreshments and visiting at each meeting 

 Spouses, family members and other visitors welcome. 

There are no strangers here - just friends who haven’t met yet. 



SUMMARY OF MINUTES 

A meeting of the Saskatoon Ostomy Association was held on Monday, November 7,2011. 

Business discussion included: 

- In September, 2012 membership fee will go up to $30.00 annually.  Factors influencing this need to raise fees are costs 

of bulletin printing and mailing and cost of venue.  Meeting at a new venue will be considered. 

- Membership form will be updated. 

- Our bank accounts will be moved to Affinity Credit Union. 

- Wanda had seat belt clips available for those needing them .Reminder: doctor’s note and SGI permission are needed to 

use it. 

Visitation:  4 ileostomies, 2 colostomies, 2 urostomies 

Program:  Dr. Kanthan was unavailable as speaker.  Discussion groups took place. 

***** 

A meeting of the Saskatoon Ostomy Association was held on Monday, December 5, 2011. 

Chapter logo was voted on.  Winner was entry by Wanda Dansereau. 

Christmas social followed with singing, dainties, Santa and gift exchange. 

***** 
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APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP 

Yearly Membership includes voting privileges, issues of the Saskatoon Bulletin, and the UOAC publication “OSTOMY CAN-

ADA”. The following information is kept strictly confidential.  

New Member    Renewal     Donation   Membership ($25)    Amount Enclosed ___________ 

Colostomy  Ileostomy   Urostomy  Continent Ostomy   Spouse Medical Professional  Other 

NAME: (Please Print) _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

ADDRESS: _______________________________________________________________________________________________  

City: ________________________________ Province: ___________ Postal Code: _______________ Year of Birth: _________ 

Telephone #’s: ____________________________________ Email: __________________________________________________ 

Do you prefer Paper or Electronic Copy of the Saskatoon Bulletin? 

I give permission for my name and/or  my pictures to be used for the SOA bulletin and/or the SOA website. 

Signature ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Please make cheques payable to: The Saskatoon Ostomy Association and mail to: 1610 Isabella Street, Saskatoon, SK S7J 0C1.  



PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 

Happy New Year to all my fellow ostomates. I, for one, was happy to ring out the old year and I am looking forward to a 

better 2012. As a New Year’s resolution, I am hoping to be the best person I can be, enjoying the moment when, where 

and who I am with. I will try! I hope everyone was healthy for the holidays and able to spend time with loved ones. 

We have a lot planned for the 2012 season. Try not to miss a meeting or you will miss something interesting, informa-

tive or fun. I am looking forward to seeing everyone out to our first Valentine Supper Meeting at 6:30 on Monday, Feb. 

6. There will be a draw for a Valentine basket as well as our usual 50/50 draw. If anyone needs a ride, please call one of 

the Executive. 

I hope we can all put our best foot forward this year to make ourselves and our organization the best it can be! 

Wanda 

EDITOR’S EDIFYING EFFORTS 

 The Canada Benefits website (www.canadabenefits.go.ca) provides an overview of all government benefit pro-

grams and services for individuals. There is a wealth of information available on both federal and provincial pro-

grams and agencies including the Disability Tax Credit, for which some ostomates qualify. More information is 

available on the Canada Revenue Agency website (www.cra-arc.gc.ca). 

 Would you like to receive this newsletter electronically? It is more environmentally friendly and it will reduce mail-

ing costs. Please contact Diane Boyd at 249-9079 or dianeboyd@sasktel.net if you want it emailed to you. 

 The upcoming UOAC conference will be held in Toronto, Ontario. Dates are August 15 - 18, 2012. The theme of 

the conference is “Caring in a Changing World”. More details are available on the UOAC website: 

www.ostomycanada.ca. 

 This year’s UOAC Youth Camp will be held at Camp Horizon, Bragg Creek, Alberta, July 2 - 7, 2012. This camp 

is held for children ages 9 - 18 who have an ostomy or related special needs. Registration fee is $565.00. Some fi-

nancial assistance is available through the Saskatoon chapter for child ostomates in our area. Please contact chapter 

president Wanda Dansereau at 384-2793 or wjdansereau@gmail.com for more information. 

 Reminder notices are being sent out for unpaid membership dues. If you have not paid for 2012, please send your 

$25 cheque payable to Saskatoon Ostomy Association to: Diane Boyd, 100 - 135 Herold Terrace, Saskatoon, 

SK.S7V 1J2. 

 The Stoma Clinic is located at room 5706, A Wing, Royal University Hospital. Our two 

ETs are Sandy Roberts and Kathy Guina. If you wish to contact an ET, please phone 655-

2138. If you do not reach the secretary, please leave a message. 

 

 We now have a Suggestion Box at our meetings. Please use it to present ideas for guest speakers or topics for the 

bulletin, nominate individuals for the Unsung Heroes Award, submit questions for the Dear E.T. column or what-

ever else you need it for. For our out of town members who cannot attend our meetings, please mail your ideas to: 

Saskatoon Ostomy Association, 1610 Isabella St., Saskatoon, SK. S7J 0C1. 

 Plans for our garage sale for spring, 2012 have been put on hold until further notice. 

 The Dundas (Ontario) Museum and Archives has on display a Bowman Advanced Colostomy Apparatus which was 

manufactured in Toronto by Ingram and Bell prior to the 1950s. It consists of a small metal cup which is placed over 
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the stoma and held in place by a cloth belt which has snaps on it to attach it to the cup. We’ve come a long way!! 

 ET Solutions is a private practice. If you wish to contact Teri Schroeder, call (306) 249-1442. 

 

 We are looking for a member who used to be involved with CCFC and is familiar with their program. 

Please contact Teri at (306) 249-1442. 

 

 Our next bulletin will be out in late March. 

***** 

OSTOMY MYTHS  

(B. Skoglund, Maplewood, MN) 

I had ulcerative colitis for 14 years before I became so ill that my colon had to be removed. I was so afraid of having an ostomy 

that I postponed treatment and nearly died. Knowing my feelings about ostomies, my doctor performed a rarely done straight 

ileoanal anastimosis when he couldn't make me a j-pouch. I lived three straight years of hell with that 'straight shot' and had an 

ileostomy installed in December, 1996. It was the best Christmas gift I ever gave myself! 

I had many misconceptions about living with an ostomy and I frequently encountered others with those same misconceptions. 

After one person too many told me that it would be better to be dead than to live like me, I decided to start a series of short arti-

cles for the internet newsgroups alt.support.ostomy and alt.support.Crohns-colitis covering the facts and fiction of ostomy life. 

Myth one - People with Ostomies Smell Bad  

Modern ostomy appliances are made of lightweight odor proof materials. No one has ever walked up to me, sniffed and said, 

“Boy you smell terrible. You must have an ostomy." I spent the first year of living with an ostomy thinking everyone could 

smell me. Every time we drove past one of the many Minnesota cow pastures I was sure it was me - it wasn't. 

Some ostomates worry about the smell when they empty. Our stool isn't any more toxic than other people's - we just empty up 

front - where are noses are. A touch of the flush handle and away goes the smell. 

The roots of this smelly myth probably stem from old time appliances. Early ostomy supplies were made from non-odor proof 

materials. Many ostomates had trouble controlling the odor from these old time appliances. Thank goodness for modern technol-

ogy! 

Myth Two - New Clothes Optional 

While the shop-a-holic ostomates among us, myself included, may harbor thoughts of having a perfect excuse for buying an en-

tire new wardrobe - it's really not necessary. I have only had to make one change in my attire as a result of my ileostomy. I used 

to wear French cut undies and now wear briefs. It's just more comfortable for me that way. There are some men whose stomas 

are poorly placed at the belt line. They frequently find suspenders easier to deal with than belts. If you have an experienced ET 

nurse who pays attention to such things - stomas at the belt line can be avoided. 

What about spandex, skin tight leather, and bikinis? None of these items were in my wardrobe to begin with. But I do know a 

young woman from alt.support.ostomy who still wears a bikini - she just found a new style. 

I'm sure every ostomate has stories to tell about folks who stared and stared and still couldn't see our pouches through our cloth-

ing! So, if you find yourself facing ostomy surgery, don't waste time worrying about wearing muumuus or overcoats. At the 

most you may have to buy a new swimsuit or some new undies. Though feel free to be like me and use it as an excuse to buy 

more clothes! 

Myth Three - Somebody to Love  

A couple of times during my single days I placed personal ads as a way to find potential mates. Before I'd write my ad I'd sit 

down and list all the qualities I was looking for in a mate. I wanted a partner who was smart and funny, someone who shared my 

interests, who shared my values, etc. NO WHERE on that list did it mention "my partner must not have an ostomy." But I used 
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to think that no one out there would be interested in me if I had an ostomy. I was convinced that ostomates sat home, stinking in 

baggy clothes (see myths one and two), lonely and friendless. 

You'd think I'd still harbor this myth considering my first fiancé took a walk when I had my temporary ileostomy while my 

ileoanal anastimosis was healing. But it was pretty clear that we didn't split over how I went to the bathroom. We split because 

we weren't right for each other. I've since found my soul mate and life partner and he couldn't care less how I go to the bath-

room. What he cares about is that I'm healthy! You see he loves me, not my body or my bowel. 

BUT, BUT, BUT don't single ostomates have a hard time with dating? Some do and some don't. However, what I've found is 

that those who don't date are too afraid to get out there and try. And yes, I wouldn't be surprised if an ostomy limited someone's 

casual exploits. But - if you are interested in finding a life partner who loves you, not your shell - then an ostomy won't stop you. 

If anything, it's a good test of really what a potential mate is interested in. I never think to myself, "Will you still need me when 

I'm 64?" I know my husband is with me for the long haul. 

Myth Four - Let's Talk About Sex  

Warning - These are the frank comments of an adult - though less racy than recent US news stories. 

Ok, ok, perhaps ostomates can find a life partner out there. But what about sex? This is actually one of the top questions people 

ask me when they find out I have an ostomy. "Can you still have sex?" of course I can. Reasons why my sex life has improved 

since installation of my permanent ileostomy: 

1. I am no longer in pain. Once I got healthy, I no longer have those times when I just don't feel up to making love. 

2. When I had ulcerative colitis and when I had a straight ileoanal anastimosis, I often had perianal pain that made sex uncom-

fortable at the least and painful at times 

3. I no longer waste time worrying about having an accident during sex. 

4. I no longer have to excuse myself to go to the bathroom "just one more time." 

There can be some challenges. It's always wise to empty your pouch before sex. While my dangling bag isn’t a problem for me, 

some folks find wearing cummerbunds or crotch less panties helpful. Some who wear 2 piece pouches switch to a smaller pouch 

during intimate moments. I do have a lovely lace pouch cover I wear for some special occasion, though I don't feel the need to 

wear it every time I make love. 

A very small percentage of men have sexual dysfunction problems after j-pouch, ileostomy or colostomy surgery. The type of 

problems range from total impotence, to those who continue to have erections but do not ejaculate. The odds for trouble are dra-

matically reduced if you have an experienced surgeon. These problems don't come from the ostomy, but rather from sloppy snip-

ping around the rectum. 

Those who have their rectums and anuses removed can no longer receive anal sex (not that I've found too many Colitis/Crohns 

fo1ks who do anyway.) 

I think the biggest impact an ostomy has on one's sex life is in the area of self-image, not in terms of physical functioning. I've 

had my ostomy for almost 2 years now and I still have days (though they are few and far between now) where I look in the mir-

ror and cry, where I feel ugly and damaged and very unsexy. Then my husband will walk up behind me and kiss the back of my 

neck and tell me and show me how he feels about me. I know that I'm so lucky to have him. He has helped me deal with the self-

image issue and picks my spirits up on those days when I feel so low. As I said before, over time I have fewer and fewer prob-

lems with the impact of my ostomy on my self-image. I am able to feel sexy and act on those feelings without the pain and 

worry I often had when I was sick. 

Myth Five - Limits? What Limits?  

Whew, my legs sure hurt. I just spent the day at the Minnesota Renaissance Festival - the largest and most popular of its kind in 

the world. What fun! We grazed on tasteless, over priced festival food. I found a beautiful Celtic necklace and bought 3 pairs of 

earrings. We saw jugglers, magicians, comedians, dancers, jousters, jesters, and much more. My favorite was the Scottish danc-

ers. 
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Oh! I suspect you are wondering what my Sunday activities have to do with Ostomy Myth Five. Well - before my ostomy I 

wouldn't have dared to go to such an event. I avoided any activity where bathroom availability was unknown - or known to be a 

problem. I just couldn't risk it. I'll never forget the time I went to the Wisconsin State Fair when I was in college. I went with my 

aunt and spent much of the day worrying - waiting for - expecting trouble. Trouble hit in the dairy building. I rushed into the 

women's room only to be confronted by the long, long, long line to the bathroom. Frankly, I didn't make it. By the time I got into 

the stall I had a mess. So there I sat crying, trying to clean myself, my bowels still pouring out. Then the pounding on the door 

started. "Hurry up. Don't you know there's a line out here?" There I sat, my eyes filled with tears, desperately trying to deal with 

a horrid situation and this woman was pounding on the door, yelling at me. Only one thought pounded in my head - "I wish I 

were dead, I wish I were dead, I wish I were dead." 

Well, I don't have experiences like that anymore. I used to think that an ostomy would limit my life - I've already shared my mis-

conceptions about love and sex. Well the opposite is true. I spent so many years tied to the bathroom. In the last 21 months I've 

got to live life to the fullest for the first time. I can do ANYTHING I want to now.   

There are many things ostomates enjoy doing - swimming, sitting in a hot tub, sports. There have been professional football and 

golf players among our ranks. Let's not forget the actress and political leaders among us. One of the active members of 

alt.support.ostomy.participates in martial arts and another is an adventure athlete. Believe it or not - there is even a stripper in 

Florida with an ostomy. 

Those of us, who spent years ill, find living with an ostomy to be a joy compared to what we endured as a result of our disease. 

Limits? HA! My ostomy opened that bathroom door and set me free to do anything I wanted to do. 

Myth Six - Time, Time, Time  

Whew! Is life hectic! My job is busy, busy, busy. My grad school class starts next week and I need to somehow get over to the 

University to buy my books. (Their concept of evening hours for adult students is staying open to 5 pm.) I'm also trying to get a 

different job in the same agency, but I've got to get a teaching license first, and I had to fill out paperwork and then send it to my 

undergraduate school to get them to fill in their part - it's weird having to get a license for a job where I won't be teaching, but 

since the job is doing professional development for teachers and they usually recruit teachers for the job, it's one of the require-

ments. That reminds me, I've got to revise my resume. Meanwhile winter is coming soon to Minnesota and we have tons of 

leaves to rake up in the yard. We just moved into our first house this May and still have quite a list of house things to do yet. 

Boy, do houses take a lot of work. I've got to get the roses covered and the lawn furniture put away, not to mention the laundry. 

My husband's in a wedding on Saturday and we have to get his suit cleaned. I'm also trying to redo our web pages. I just learned 

how to use Frontpage and am excited to be able to make my homepage much nicer. Tons to do and not enough time - Ah! Life. 

“What does this have to do with ostomy life?" you ask. My life is busy and hectic. I'm involved in a lot of things that take up 

time. Dealing with my ostomy isn't one of them. I empty my appliance 5-7 times a day - usually when I urinate. I tend to empty 

more often than necessary. According to my ET nurse as time goes by I'll be less self conscious and empty less often. I spend far 

less time in the bathroom than I did when I had ulcerative colitis or when I had a straight ileoanal anastimosis. I change my ap-

pliance every 4-5 days. It takes me about 10 minutes. Because of my allergy situation, I have to change my appliance more often 

than most. It also takes me a bit longer because of the system I use. Most folks use a much simpler appliance system than I do. 

The two times I tried to switch to a different appliance were the only two times I've ever had a leak - so I've decided to stick with 

what works for me. 

The experiences of other ostomates will be a bit different. Many colostomates choose to take time to irrigate so they don't always 

have to wear an appliance. Although most ostomates have a longer wear time than I do, some have to change their appliances 

more often. When I hear horror stories of ostomates who have to change their systems hourly or daily - the first thing I ask is 

"When did you last see an ET nurse for a proper fitting?" Their answer is always the same - "never" or "years ago." An experi-

enced ET nurse can help an ostomate find a properly fitting appliance. My wear time is considered short at 4 - 5 days. If you are 

getting less than 3 days then see an ET nurse ASAP. Odds are you are not using a properly fitting appliance. 

Managing an ostomy - emptying it and changing it - does not cut into my time. Actually, since I spend so much less time in the 

bathroom and doubled over in pain - my ostomy has expanded my available free time. 
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Myth Seven – Misconceptions 

This one is more of a misconception than a myth. 

Nurse: "How long have you had a colostomy?" Barbara: "I don't have a colostomy. I have an ileostomy." Nurse: - "What's that?" 

There are many different types of ostomies and continent ostomies and internal pouches. Yet some people seem to call them all 

colostomies. Doctors, nurses, ostomates themselves seem to lump ostomies together. One type of ostomy isn't inherently any 

better than another (except the loop - anything is better than a loop) but they are all a bit different. Colostomy, Ileostomy, Loop 

Ileostomy, Urostomy, Continent Ileostomy, Koch pouch, BCIR, Indiana pouch, J pouch, S pouch, W pouch, Kangaroo pouch - 

what are the differences? 

Ostomy 

The word ostomy signifies a type of surgery required when a person has lost the normal function of the bladder or bowel due to 

birth defects, disease, injury or other disorders. Such operations include colostomy, ileostomy and urostomy. The surgery allows 

for normal bodily wastes to be expelled through a new surgical opening (stoma) on the abdominal wall. Most persons with 

ostomies must wear special appliances over the stoma. 

Colostomy 

The most common type of ostomy is the colostomy. Depending on location and nature of the individual's problem, a stoma may 

be constructed in any of the parts of the colon. While there was a time when most colon cancer patients ended up with a colos-

tomy, today they rarely do. The key is location, location, location. If the cancer is in the anus or rectum then a colostomy is 

probably part of the cure. Another disease often resulting in colostomy is diverticulitis, inflammation of small pockets in the 

wall of the colon that sometimes cause obstruction, bleeding or perforation. There are also accident and gunshot victims who 

have temporary and permanent colostomies. Birth defects can also require a colostomy. Some colostomates can "irrigate," using 

a procedure analogous to an enema. This is done to clean stool directly out of the colon through the stoma. Folks who irrigate 

can sometimes avoid wearing an appliance. 

Ileostomy 

An ileostomy is a surgically created opening in the ileum. The ileum is surgically cut into two pieces, usually as close to the end 

of the ileum as possible. The proximal portion of the ileum is brought to the surface of the abdomen and a stoma is created. In 

most cases, the distal ileum and the entire colon are then removed. The greater the length of small intestine removed, the greater 

the loss of nutrient absorption. Over time, the remaining ileum will adapt and take over part of the absorptive capabilities of the 

colon. Ileostomies can not be irrigated and the flow of stool can not be controlled. We must always wear an appliance. 

Loop Ileostomy 

These are temporary ileostomies where a loop of small intestine is pulled through the abdominal wall to create a stoma. From 

my experience it can be very difficult to find a properly fitted appliance for a loop ileostomy. 

Continent Ileostomy 

Here a reservoir pouch is created inside the abdomen with a portion of the terminal ileum. A valve is constructed in the pouch 

that is brought through the abdominal wall. A catheter or tube is inserted into the internal pouch several times a day to drain fe-

ces from the reservoir. Koch and BCIR are the most commonly performed continent ileostomies. They are named after the doc-

tors who designed them. The BCIR is a revision on the Koch and is only performed in a few facilities in the US. Continent folks 

don't wear an appliance. 

Urostomy 

This is when the bladder is removed or the normal structures are being bypassed and an opening is made in the urinary system to 

divert urine. A piece of ileum is used to create a urostomy stoma from which urine flows. Birth defects can also require a 

urostomy. Urostomies can not be irrigated and the flow of urine can not be controlled. They must always wear an appliance. 

Continent Urostomy  

There are two main continent procedure alternatives to the ileal or cecal loop (others exist). In both the Indiana and Koch Pouch 
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versions, a reservoir or pouch is created inside the abdomen with a portion of either the small or large bowel. A valve is con-

structed in the pouch and a stoma is brought through the abdominal wall. A catheter or tube is inserted several times daily to 

drain urine from the reservoir. In the Indiana pouch version, the ileocecal valve that is normally between the large and small in-

testines is relocated and used to provide continence for the pouch that is made from the large bowel. With a Koch Pouch version 

the pouch and a special "nipple" valve are both made from the small bowel. In both procedures, the valve is located at the pouch 

outlet to hold the urine until the catheter is inserted. Continent folks don't wear an appliance. 

J Pouch, S Pouch and W Pouch 

These are internal pouches formed from the terminal ileum and connected to the anus. The j-pouch has become the surgery of 

choice for people with severe ulcerative colitis or familial polyposis. These procedures are not done on folks with Crohn's Dis-

ease since Crohn's disease can pop up anywhere. This procedure is done in 1, 2 or 3 steps. Folks who have the 2 or 3 step proce-

dure have a temporary loop ileostomy while their internal stitches heal. These internal pouches are named for their shapes. They 

are also called ileoanal anastimosis, pull through, endorectal pull through, pelvic pouch, or a combination of these terms. I lived 

for 3 years with a straight ileoanal anastimosis - I also frequently refer to it as a straight shot. Straight shots are rarely performed 

(because they rarely work.) 

Kangaroo Pouch 

This is where baby kangaroos nourish and grow. 

(Thanks to UOA and Convatec's web Sites for some of the more technical definitions.) 

Myth Eight – I’ve Never Met Anyone with an Ostomy 

HA! That's what you think. 

There are only two ways you can "tell" if someone has an ostomy: 1. they tell you. 2. you see them in the nude. 

Believe it or not, you have met many ostomates in your lifetime. You just don't know it because they haven't told you. I used to 

think I'd never met any ostomates. The week before my surgery to install my permanent ileostomy I was in a union meeting at 

work. I was sitting next to the president who was also taking leave during Christmas for surgery. She was having glaucoma sur-

gery and asked me what I was going in for. Although I'd made up my mind to have the surgery, I wasn't going to tell anyone. So 

I mumbled something about intestinal surgery. She said, "Oh, do you have Crohn's?" I said, "No, colitis." "Oh, are you having an 

ileostomy?" asked Susan. "Umm. Yes." uttered honest Barb. "Rob (her partner) has Crohn's. He's had an ileostomy for years." 

Oh, my.  

I’d outted myself for the first time and lo and behold it was to a woman whose partner had an ileostomy. I still wasn't going to 

tell anyone. Well - I told folks on the internet, but it's a lot easier to tell people via a computer than in person. It was nice that 

Susan understood but I sure wasn't going to say anything to anyone else. Then my health insurance company told me that my 

ostomy supplies were unnecessary convenience items. Mind you if I was a man who needed a penile implant or if I wanted a 

bedpan they would pay for it. So out I came in full force. I told everyone - my legislators, all of the state employee unions (I'm a 

state employee), the newspapers, any and everyone who might be able to put pressure on my insurance company. It worked and 

after 5 months I won ostomy supply coverage for all State of Minnesota employees - no matter what insurance company they 

had chosen. (4 of our 6 plans covered supplies - just mine didn't.) 

I'm now very OUT about my ileostomy. No, I don't walk up to strangers and say, "Hi, I'm Barbara and I have an ileostomy." But 

I don't hide it. I mentioned it in my annual holiday letter when I had my surgery. When a co-worker lost her dad to colon cancer 

I offered my condolences and noted that I understood a bit how difficult it was since I had started developing cancer and had to 

have my colon removed. "Oh, how can you live without your colon?" I said - "I have an ileostomy." When it's appropriate, I 

discuss it. I'm open to share my  

experiences with others and share how much better my life is now. I'd speculate that I'm much more "out" than many of my fel-

low ostomates. I felt forced into that situation when I had to fight my insurance company and I'm also a very self- disclosing 

person to begin with. Some ostomates only tell intimate family members, others are out like me. Most probably fall somewhere 

in between. 

I'm sure everyone has met an ostomate - they never even knew it. We are everywhere. 
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Myth Nine - Only "Old" People Have Ostomies  

I'm going to be 36 in November. I'm not "old" despite what the teenagers on alt.support.ostomy think. I was 30 and living in 

Fargo, ND, working as the student organization and Greek advisor at NDSU, when my ulcerative colitis got so bad my colon 

had to go. My ET nurse arranged for four friendly visitors to see me before my surgery. I was going in for a j-pouch and tempo-

rary ileostomy, but as we know, came out with a straight shot. Anyway, there I was - lying in my hospital bed - depressed and 

feeling sorry for myself. In walks one of the most beautiful young women I've ever seen. Even though it was late September she 

still had a tan and sun bleached hair. Young and perky, she wore tight jeans and strut into the room as if she owned the world. 

She was carrying a lovely plant and said she was looking for Barbara. "That's me," I said. She sat down and asked, "How are you 

doing?" "Been better,” I said. I thought she was delivering the plant as a gift from one of the sororities or student groups I 

worked with at NDSU. 

Boy was I shocked when she said, "Your nurse Jill asked me to stop by to chat with you." "Huh?!?" I gasped. She said, "Well I 

was born without a bladder and I've had a urostomy since I was an infant. I'm 23 now. What kinds of questions do you have?" 

My expectation of an elderly, grandmother ostomate was blown right away. Two of my other visitors were in their 30s and the 

fourth was in her early 40s. Two of them had had their ostomies for years. 

Just as ostomies are needed to deal with a variety of medical problems, ostomates are represented in all age groups. Granted, 

UOA (United Ostomy Association) studies have shown the average age of ostomates is increasing. Innovations like the j-pouch 

and better cancer treatments have reduced the number of ostomy surgeries. But there are still many of us, of all ages, who live 

with ostomies. I was surprised to learn about kids who have ostomies in childhood, but who are able to have reconstructive sur-

gery or for other reasons are able to be reconnected later on. When one of my former coworkers learned I had an ileostomy she 

said, "One of my sons had an ostomy when he was a little boy." Some people, like my friendly visitor in Fargo, spend their en-

tire lives as an ostomate. 

Myth Ten - Mysterious Contraptions  

When my ET nurse in Fargo walked in and showed me an appliance, I was shocked. Not shocked at how it looked, rather 

shocked at how it didn't look. I envisioned a large, thick, rubber bag similar to a hot water bottle. Well - it wasn't large - just a bit 

bigger than my hand. It wasn't thick - the thickness and texture was a tad thinner than a Ziploc freezer bag. It wasn't red rubber 

either. I also didn't know what to call the thing - ostomates use a variety of names - appliance, pouch, bag, prosthesis. Depending 

on your insurance company it can also be labelled a durable medical product or a convenience item. Appliances are produced by 

a variety of manufacturers to meet a variety of needs. Some are one piece - where the bag and the adhesive faceplate/wafer (I 

think faceplate is a more descriptive term - but most folks call this a wafer are one in the same. Others are two piece a faceplate/

wafer and bag that connect together with a Tupperware type seal. One piece or two- the opening that the stoma fits through can 

either be pre-cut or cut to fit. Faceplates typically have built in skin protection called a wafer and are approximately 4"x4" pouch 

sizes vary. Some pouches are closed end and others are open ended. 

Most of us use open ended pouches that close with a plastic clip. Others prefer to use a rubber band or a twist tie. (I'm a die hard 

clip woman myself.) Colostomies, ileostomies, and urostomies are all a bit different and there are appliances specifically de-

signed to meet their specific needs. There are also different designs and options to fit the contours of your body - convexity is a 

word you may hear a lot. In simple terms a convex appliance helps to hold the tummy down and make sure the stoma sticks out 

so the stool or urine stays as far away from the wafer as possible. And as I mentioned in Myth One - modern appliances are odor 

proof. Many folks just peel off the paper backing on the face- plate/wafer and stick it on. However, there are also a variety of 

other ostomy supplies that some of us use. Many use paste or a seal (looks like a thick 0 ring) to give us some extra protection 

around the stoma. Many use a skin barrier to add an extra layer of protection. Some of us wear a belt that goes around the waist 

and clips to the faceplate/wafer. Some folks "window pane" their appliances - by taping down all four sides with fabric or paper 

tape. Those of us who use these "extras" do so to extend our wear times or to give some extra protection to our skin. (It's very 

important to keep the stool or urine off the skin around the stoma.) If you are curious - one of the leading manufacturers has a 

web site at www.convatec.com with photos of appliances. 

There are still some ostomates out there who use older appliance systems that indeed were made of rubber. My ET nurse told me 

of the patient he met who used bread bags and duct tape! If you run into someone who hasn't modernized, encourage them to see 

an ET nurse. There have been many appliance innovations over the years. 

Myth Eleven - Birthing Babies out My Anus  

As I shared in "Let's Talk About sex" the number one question I get is "Can you still have sex?" Guess what number two is? 

http://www.convatec.com/


"Well, you can't have children now can you?" HUH?!?! Since when do women give birth via their anus? Babies grow inside a 

woman's uterus, not her colon! Many female ostomates give birth after their surgery. Many male ostomates father children after 

their surgery. Can ostomy surgery cause infertility problems? Yes. So can other abdominal surgeries, so can other issues, so can 

Crohn's disease. 

As I indicated in an early myth posting, some men have impotence problems after surgery. When I say "some" I'm talking about 

a very small percentage. Studies have shown that the less experienced the surgeon, the more likely the problems. It isn't the 

ostomy that causes any physical problems, but rather sloppy cutting near the rectum. Patients can reduce the odds of these prob-

lems by finding an experienced surgeon. Women may also have problems resulting from surgery. There may be fertility issues 

caused by adhesions, the internal scars from surgery. If an adhesion appears near the opening of the fallopian tube it could block 

sperm from finding their way to eggs and/or eggs finding their way into the uterus. There are surgical procedures to help clear 

away problematic adhesions. In-vitro is also an option. 

Infertility rates are higher for women with Crohn's disease than women with ulcerative colitis or healthy women. However, in 

some cases an ostomy could improve the fertility of a woman with Crohn's disease - especially if she suffers from vaginal fistu-

las and surgery puts her into remission and clears away the fistula problem. 

I want to be a mother and was quite concerned about adhesions since I had 5 abdominal surgeries. I recently asked for feedback 

from other ostomates. I received many notes from female ostomates who have and who have not been able to have children. 

Most women reported they had no fertility problems as a result of their ostomy. Of the women who discovered they were infer-

tile, most were infertile for reasons unrelated to their ostomy. I am looking forward to the day when I can bust this myth for my-

self. 

Myth Twelve - Just a Few of Us  

Many ostomates think they are all alone. This myth is fuelled by comments like "I've never met an ostomate." Intellectually we 

know we aren't alone - but somehow we think there aren't very many of us. 

According to the WOCN (ET nurse professional association) web site: "There is an estimated 750,000 persons with ostomies in 

North America, and more than 70,000 new ostomy surgeries are performed annually in the United States and Canada." Of that 

number less than 50,000 are members of the UOA (United ostomy Association - a support group in the US).   

Mind you, our numbers in North America are declining because of improved surgical procedures like j-pouches and cancer re-

sections - but there are far more ostomates than most people realize. According to the UOA, "They don't even count people with 

stomas in the US, let alone Burma, BUT an estimate developed from among the 70 member countries of the IOA totals about 2.9 

million. You are not alone.” 

Lucky Myth 13 - Leaks  

I saw a puzzling post one day on the alt.support.ostomy newsgroup. The poster asked, "other than leaks, what problems do you 

have?" Everyone, myself included, seems to presuppose that all ostomies leak. Well folks, I hate to burst your bag but - ALL 

OSTOMY APPLIANCES DO NOT LEAK! 

I cannot say I've never had an accident. I have had 4 in the nearly 2 years I've had my ileostomy. Three of the four were during a 

brief period of madness where I decided I knew better than my ET nurses and I ordered a bunch of sample appliances to try. I'd 

heard all about the wonders of the two piece so I wanted some Tupperware of my own - lo and behold they leaked on me. They 

just aren't built for my body shape. I also tried lightweight pouches that didn't have convexity. Guess what - they didn't fit me 

right either. If I'd stuck to what my ET prescribed I'd never have had these leaks. Now I stick with what works. 

The fourth accident wasn't due to appliance failure, but rather due to my own stupidity! I lifted a heavy suitcase, leaned it against 

my abdomen, and let it slide down my body onto the bed. The suitcase became hooked onto my pouch clip and snapped it open. 

Ostomates - it's not a good idea to slide heavy objects down your tummy. It can lead to a messy situation. So - all four of my 

accidents were of my own doing. If I'd stuck with what my very competent ET nurses told me would work for me, and if I'd not 

been silly enough to slide a suitcase down myself, I could say with confidence - I've never had a leak. 

But, what if I got a leak again?? I'd deal with it. Two of the four accidents I had were at home and two were not. Actually the 

first one took place at Murphy's Landing, a re-creation of a 19th century farming village, over an hour from my home. Luckily 

they had a bathroom with running water, but it sure wasn't private. I had to stand before a sink in a public restroom and change 

my appliance in a bathroom filled with other people. AND I DID IT! I know I could do it again. So I do carry my emergency kit 
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- but I haven't had to use it once since I decided to stick with the appliance that was prescribed for me. 

Whenever I see ostomates post about leaks the first thing I ask is: "When is the last time you were fitted by an ET nurse?" They 

always respond, "Never" or "Years ago." Phone your/an ET and get a properly fitted appliance. 

Myth 14 - Bread and Water  

What's for dinner? I'll just be having a piece of dry toast and a glass of water. Maybe I'll have a saltine for dessert. Ostomates 

have a special diet you know. HA! That's what you think.  

Actually, that's what I thought until I had my ileostomy. From my personal experience my diet has expanded since I had my 

ileostomy put in. I'm slowly trying to add things to my diet that I avoided when I had colitis. OK, OK, I admit - I added ice 

cream real quickly, it's the vegetables I'm adding slowly. I still remember when I had ulcerative colitis how I'd have one ice 

cream cone a summer. My mom would take me to the Dairy Queen and then rush right home so that by the time I had to go I 

could make it to the bathroom. Now I can eat ice cream and pizza and other dairy foods without having to break any land speed 

records getting to the bathroom. Some of the things I eat fill me up fast, but it's my own fault and I choose to deal with the con-

sequences. I'm a cola drinker and the caffeine does make things flush through pretty quickly. I also know some particular foods 

(Panini’s - yummy, yummy) fill my appliance up quickly. So when I choose to eat these things I plan accordingly. No dinner 

and a movie - just dinner and home. Some ileostomates have difficulty with dehydration. I've experienced it myself sometimes, 

usually when I'm not paying attention; i.e. I walked around the Minnesota State Fair for hours in the sun without drinking any-

thing. Dumb move. One of the two main functions of the colon is water absorption and, although our small intestines do learn to 

absorb water, it is recommended that we drink a lot of water. Urostomates are also encouraged to drink a lot of water. On the 

plus side, I don’t have to watch my salt intake at all. My husband rarely sneaks French Fries anymore. They are way too salty for 

him. 

Some ileostomates and colostomates experience blockages with some high fiber foods. I've only had a blocked feeling once - 

when I ate a raw apple without drinking anything at the same time. Most blockages can be freed without a trip to the doctor. 

Rarely does a blockage lead to more surgery. 

Participants on alt.support.ostomy frequently post diet suggestions and home remedies to release blockages. However, everyone 

is different. Just as with ulcerative colitis and Crohn's disease, the impact of diet varies from individual to individual. For exam-

ple, on the top of the standard list of ileostomy no-no's is popcorn. Well I love popcorn and have no problems eating it. 

The bottom line is ostomates are just like everyone else. There are foods we can tolerate, foods we can't, and foods we can't tol-

erate but eat anyway. What those foods are vary from person to person. Just as with non-ostomates. 

Myth 15 - Doctors Know  

ET is my friend. This one isn't really a myth, but rather a description of the healthcare professional I trust more than any other: 

my ET (Enterostomal Therapy) nurse! GI Doctors may know when to recommend surgery and colo-rectal surgeons may know 

how to make ostomies, but neither knows a damn thing about living with an ostomy. I've been misinformed by many doctors 

over the years. I read post after post from non-ostomates quoting their doctors and spreading misinformation about ostomies and 

ostomy life. While good doctors are willing to admit they don't know how to manage an ostomy, arrogant ones pretend they do. 

They don't. They just aren't trained in ostomy management - ET nurses are. For more information about ET certification see the 

website http://www.wocncb.org/. 

ET nurses do many things: They mark the proper spot for ostomy placement, paying attention to factors like belt lines and belly 

folds. They determine the appropriate appliance for patients. They help patients deal with any problems they are having. For 

example, it was an ET - 3 years after it happened - that figured out it was a paste allergy that caused my severe rash with my 

temporary ileostomy, a rash so bad that it caused me to have to have my ostomy moved to the other side. They provide counsel-

ling and advice for patients dealing with ostomy life. They coordinate friendly visitors so new ostomates can ask questions and 

find out what to expect. ET nurses also deal with open wound patients. 

Most ET nurses are RNs who have additional training in ET nursing. There are a few LPNs who have gone through ET training. 

There are a few major programs around the US and I'm lucky enough to live in an area where ET nurses are plentiful since one 

of the schools was located in the Twin Cities. The first ET nursing program was in Cleveland, Ohio at the Cleveland clinic. I 

know there are some parts of the US and the world where ET nurses are not available.  

http://www.wocncb.org/


FISHER’S DRUG STORE 

 Your Ostomy Supply Dealer  

 In The Northwest 

 We Stock 

 **ConvaTec **Hollister 

 **Surfit **Guardian 

 Mail Order Service Available… 

Phone# 306-445-6153 and Fax# 306-445-7114 

 

101-1501-100th Street 

North Battleford, SK S9A 0W3 

MEDICAL PHARMACY 
 

 **Breast Prosthesis and Bras **Ostomy Supplies 

 ** Incontinent Supplies **Hernia Supports  

 **Surgical Support Stockings **Back Belts 

 **Prescription Blister Packaging **Support Pantyhose 

14th Street & Central Avenue 

Prince Albert, SK S6V 4W1 

If you are living in one of those areas and are having trouble with your appliance system I suggest you try to find an ET to see. 

The UOA national and regional conventions typically have stoma clinics where you can see an ET nurse during the convention. 

Most supply companies also have ET nurses on staff to answer your questions - a phone consult isn't the best, but it is better than 

nothing -and it's FREE. The professional association for ET nurses is the WOCN. “The Wound, Ostomy and Continence Nurses 

Society (WOCN) is a professional, international nursing society of more than 4000 nurse professionals who are experts in the 

care of patients with wound, ostomy and continence problems. Wound, Ostomy and Continence (WOC) Nurses manage condi-

tions such as stomas, draining wounds, fistulas, vascular ulcers, pressure ulcers, neuropathic wounds, urinary incontinence, fecal 

incontinence, and functional disorders of the bowel and bladder." The WOCN website is at http://www.wocn.org/. Check it out 

to learn more about ET nursing. The website features a search engine that can help you find an ET nurse near you. 

I encourage anyone contemplating ostomy surgery to find a Dr. who works with an ET. If your surgeon doesn't work with an ET 

nurse then your cutter isn't cutting edge. 

***** 
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NORDON DRUGS 

Phone: 374-1585 

Fax: 374-1447 

NORDON MEDICAL 

Phone: 374-1589 

email: nordonmedical@sasktel.net 

Saskatchewan's largest selection of Ostomy Care Prod-

ucts from Hollister, ConvaTec, Coloplast and NuHope 

with a variety of other products available: Wound dress-

ings, Incontinence supplies, Australian Medical Sheep-

skin and Liquid Nutrition Supplements. 

Delivery weekdays in Saskatoon 

Shipping weekdays by bus or mail 

 1610 Isabella St E 

Saskatoon, SK S7J 0C1 

http://www.wocn.org/
mailto:nordonmedical@sasktel.net


 

 

 

Saskatchewan’s only Enterostomal Therapist owned and operated ostomy retailer. 

We carry a huge selection of ostomy products from Hollister, ConvaTec, Coloplast, Nu-Hope, Phoenix Ostomy Support 

System and much more. We also carry wound care supplies, Australian Sheepskin, mobility aids, incontinence supplies, 

compression stockings, liquid nutrition supplements, enteral feeding devices, braces, hospital beds, nursing scrubs and 

accessories, and much, much more. 

Delivery available Monday - Friday 

103A-2805 6th Avenue East (Carlton Court Plaza) 

Prince Albert, SK S6V 6Z6 

Phone: (306) 922-9880  Fax: (306) 922-9881 

email: carmedical@sasktel.net 

website: www.carnegiemed.com 

Owner: James Carnegie, RN, BScN, WOCN (ET) 

 

 

 

For front cover under program info:   

 

We are starting 2012 with a new look to our Bulletin.  The logo at the top was voted on at our December 2011 

meeting and very aptly signifies our role in our community.  We are going to a more eye catching colored 

cover which we hope you like. 

 

This edition is longer than usual.  The main article ‘Ostomy Myths’  expresses very clearly the fears we had, 

the misconceptions we heard about and the acceptance that we grew to have about ourselves.  It is too good to 

try to cut short. 

 

Wishing you health and happiness in 2012! 

 

                                                                                          Louise Mulligan 

                                                                                          Bulletin Editor 

GLOBE PRINTERS 
217 Jessop Avenue 

Saskatoon, SK S7N 1Y3 

Phone (306) 955-3373  Fax (306) 955-5739 

http://www.globeprinters.com 
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